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Abstract

In this work, the lattice Boltzmann method (LBM) is developed to simulate pico- and femtosecond laser heating of

silicon. The temperature fields calculated by the LBM are compared with those obtained from the parabolic heat

conduction equation (PHCE) and the hyperbolic heat conduction equation (HHCE). Although the HHCE overcomes

the dilemma of infinite thermal propagation speed of the PHCE, it cannot be applied to length scales comparable to the

mean free path of energy carriers because of the breakdown of continuum approaches under severe nonequilibrium

conditions. The LBM, considering both effects, can be used in both short temporal and spatial scales. From the results

of the LBM, it is found that the speed of thermal wave at the ballistic limit is equal to the speed of sound, instead of the

value predicted by the HHCE, which is valid only in the diffuse limit. It is also demonstrated that the traditional way of

calculating heat flux using the temperature gradient gives rise to physically unreasonable results at the thermal wave

front, while the LBM has no such drawback.

r 2004 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Although the parabolic heat conduction equa-
tion (PHCE), which is based on the Fourier’s law,
agrees well with experiment for conventional heat
transfer problems, it is known to be invalid in
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thermal transport at very short time scales (pico-
and femtoseconds) due to its physically unreason-
able assumption of infinite speed of thermal
propagation. The hyperbolic heat conduction
equation (HHCE), assuming a certain time lag
for heat flux behind the temperature gradient, has
been extensively used to investigate non-Fourier
thermal transport [1,2]. The solutions to the
HHCE show that energy disturbances travel as
damped waves, and the predicted temperature and
d.
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Nomenclature

~cc nondimensionalized phonon velocity
cp specific heat per unit mass
D (o) density of states
e energy distribution function
E nondimensionalized energy distribution

function
~FF external force
f distribution function of particles
_ Plank’s constant divided by 2p
I intensity of the laser beam
k thermal conductivity
l phonon mean free path in bulk materials
L film thickness
L0 lattice length used in the Lattice Boltz-

mann Method
~nn unit vector
~pp momentum
~qq00 heat flux
’Q rate of energy generation
~rr position
R nonequilibrium characterization para-

meter
s source term induced by laser heating

S nondimensionalized source term
t time
t0 time of the peak intensity of the laser

pulse
tg characteristic parameter of the Gaussian

function
T temperature
u energy density
~vv speed of sound
~vvT speed of thermal wave
z coordinate normal to a film

Greek Symbols

a thermal diffusivity
b optical absorption coefficient
r mass density
t relaxation time
o angular frequency of phonons

Superscripts

0 equilibrium
� nondimensionalized

Subscripts

i,j indices of the direction
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heat flux are much different from those of the
PHCE when the elapsed time is comparable to the
mean free time of energy carriers. This equation,
however, is questionable under circumstances with
strong nonequilibrium characteristics because of
its physical defects. Bai and Lavine [3] pointed out
that the HHCE may not obey the second law of
thermodynamics. In order to remedy this draw-
back, they solved a modified hyperbolic heat
conduction equation, which takes into account
the nonequilibrium effect. K .orner and Bergmann
[4] showed that the HHCE violates the conserva-
tion of energy due to its neglect of the spatial non-
locality of thermal transport. Both Refs. [3,4]
demonstrated that the HHCE led to negative
absolute temperatures under certain conditions,
which is physically unreasonable. Furthermore,
the HHCE does not differ much from traditional
approaches in that it is still based on the
continuum hypothesis, which breaks down in very
small spatial domains. Majumdar [5] proved that
the HHCE is just an approximation of the more
fundamental Boltzmann transport equation (BTE)
under equilibrium assumption and is not suitable
for microscale regime. From the BTE, Chen [6]
developed the ballistic-diffusive heat-conduction
equations and demonstrated that the HHCE
corresponds only to the diffusive part of his
model. Therefore, it is desirable to adopt methods
directly based on the microscopic view of trans-
port to deal with problems involving both small
temporal and spatial scales. To date, there has
been a trend of using discrete models to study
thermal transport at micro/nanoacales. Recently,
Xu [7] used the lattice Boltzmann method (LBM),
a numerical scheme for solving the BTE, to
examine thin film heat conduction in dielectric
materials and found that the ballistic transport
near boundaries can make temperature and heat
flux deviate significantly from the prediction of the
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Fourier’s law. In that study, however, time scale is
not discussed in detail. Since the LBM is derived
from the basic transport equation and implemen-
ted with a discrete formulation compatible with
microscopic perspectives, it is able to obtain
physically reasonable results.

In this work, the LBM is used to study the
thermal transport phenomena in very short time
and length domains in ultra-fast laser heating
of materials. In this process, the energy is absorbed
within a few optical absorption depths beneath the
irradiated surface within a duration of femtose-
conds (fs: 10�15 s) or picoseconds (ps: 10�12 s).
The transport of thermal energy is accompanied
with a very high heat flux and temperature-
changing rate and is usually limited to very small
domains at early stages. In this work, the LBM
is used to study the temperature evolution
in a silicon slab exposed to laser pulses with a
Gaussian distribution in the time domain. The
results are compared with those of the HHCE and
PHCE.
2. Fundamentals

Traditionally, heat conduction problems with
internal heat sources are solved using the parabolic
heat conduction equation (PHCE) [8]

1

a
qT

qt
¼ r2T þ

’Q

k
ð1Þ

where T is temperature, t is time, a and k are
thermal diffusivity and thermal conductivity, and
’Q is the rate of energy generation (W/m3).
One flaw of the PHCE is that it allows a thermal

disturbance to be instantly sensed anywhere in the
medium regardless of the distance. This is physi-
cally unreasonable because energy carriers need
time to move and collide. A modification to the
Fourier’s law assumes a buildup time for heat flux
following an established temperature gradient. It is
proposed as [9]

~qq00ðt þ tÞ ¼ �krT ; ð2Þ

where t is called the thermal relaxation time and
is usually calculated with equations of the
kinetic theory, k ¼ rcpvl=3 and t ¼ l=v; where r
is mass density, cp is specific heat, v is the speed
of sound and l is the mean free path (MFP).
Roughly, t can be regarded as the average time
an energy carrier travels between successive
collisions.

The first-order truncation of the left-hand side
of Eq. (2) is inserted into the conservation
equation

rcp

qT

qt
¼ �r �~qq00 þ ’Q ð3Þ

which leads to the hyperbolic heat conduction
equation (HHCE)

t
a
q2T

qt2
þ

1

a
qT

qt
¼ r2T þ

1

k
’Q þ t

q ’Q

qt

� �
: ð4Þ

Eq. (4) implies that a heat pulse travels as a wave
attenuated by diffusion.

Although the HHCE provides a great advance
in comparison with the PHCE, it is still based on
macroscopic concepts, which assume that thermal
equilibrium is always established locally. This may
not hold true for situations with strong none-
quilibrium energy distributions, which are com-
monly found in extreme small domains. Derived
from the statistical theory of particles, the
Boltzmann transport equation (BTE) is becoming
popular in studies of thermal transport because it
is not limited to continuum models. In dielectric
materials and semiconductors, phonons are the
dominant energy carriers and the transport by
electrons can be neglected. The basic form of the
phonon BTE is [10]

qf

qt
þ~vv � rf þ ~FF �

qf

q~pp
¼

qf

qt

� �
scatt

; ð5Þ

where f is the distribution of phonons as a
function of position ~rr; time t; frequency o and
velocity ~vv: In this study, the external force ~FF is
omitted since it has negligible effect on thermal
transport. The remaining terms on the left-hand
side of Eq. (5) represent the streaming of phonons
with their own velocities. The right-hand side of
Eq. (5) deals with all scattering factors, including
phonon–phonon, phonon–defect and phonon–
electron collisions. The collision leading to energy
transfer from light to heat is assumed to be much
faster than the phonon thermal transport. Hence,
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the laser absorption can be approximated as a
heating source as if the laser energy is absorbed
immediately while passing through the media. At
the same time, the remainder of the collision term,
which is directly responsible for energy transport,
is simplified by the single relaxation-time approx-
imation provided that the temperature rise is
within a small range [11]. Hence, Eq. (5) is
modified as

qf

qt
þ~vv � rf ¼ �

f � f 0

t
þ

qf

qt

� �
laser heating

; ð6Þ

where f 0 is the expected equilibrium distribution
and t is the relaxation time of phonons, which is
identical to the one in Eq. (4). Note that t is a
function of phonon frequency. In our treatment,
an average value for t simplifies the computation
but still enables the essential physics to be
captured. Compared with the HHCE, the BTE
considers not only the wave-like behavior of
thermal processes, but also the variation of
particle distribution in different propagation
directions, which is necessary for predicting the
ballistic transport.
3. Formulation of the LBM in laser heating

problems

To further simplify the problem, the phonon
velocity ~vv in Eq. (6) is assumed to have a constant
magnitude equal to the speed of sound, as in the
Debye model, so that f can be written as
f ðo;~nn;~rr; tÞ; where ~nn is the unit vector designating
the propagating direction. Considering that pho-
nons have different polarizations, the energy
distribution function is obtained as the following
summation over integrations;

eð~nn;~rr; tÞ ¼
X
p

Z
_ofpðo;~nn;~rr; tÞDðoÞ do; ð7Þ

where subscript p stands for a particular polariza-
tion and DðoÞ is the density of states. Applying
Eq. (7) to each term in Eq. (6) yields the equation
directly related to the energy distribution,

qe

qt
þ~vv � re ¼ �

e � e0

t
þ s; ð8Þ
where the source term s; which is the integration
containing ðqf =qtÞ

laser heating
; represents the energy

increase attributed to laser heating.
To solve Eq. (8) by the LBM, discretization is

carried out using a cubic lattice pattern shown
in Fig. 1. The energy distribution at any node
is assigned to six components, eið~rr; tÞ; where
i ¼ 1; 2;y; 6; representing the six outward direc-
tions along Cartesian coordinates. Thus, Eq. (8)
yields six component equations

qei

qt
þ~vvi � rei ¼ �

ei � e0i
t

þ si: ð9Þ

To discretize the differential operation, the space
step is chosen to equal the lattice length D~rrij j ¼ L0

and the time step is set to satisfy Dt ¼ L0= vij j:
Thus, Eq. (9) is discretized in the form

eið~rr þ D~rri; t þ DtÞ � eið~rr; tÞ

¼ �
eið~rr; tÞ � e0i ð~rr; tÞ

t�
þ si � Dt; ð10Þ

where t� ¼ t=Dt:
The energy density at a node is the sum of ei’s

over all the directions,

u ¼
X6

i¼1

ei: ð11Þ

The expected equilibrium distribution is given by
averaging the above values

e0i ¼
1

6

X6

i¼1

ei: ð12Þ

Intially, the whole system is in equilibrium so that
eið~rr; t ¼ 0Þ ¼ e0i ð~rr; t ¼ 0Þ:

The net heat flux in the x; y and z directions can
be, respectively, obtained as

q00
j ¼ vðeþj � e�j Þ; ð13Þ

where the subscript j can be x; y or z: eþ and e�

represent the heat fluxes in the positive and
negative directions, respectively.

The energy density is related to temperature by

u ¼
Z T

0

rcp dx: ð14Þ
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Fig. 2. Schematic of the laser heating model.
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For convenience, the temperature increase is
calculated by

DT ¼
Du

rcp

ð15Þ

provided that DT is moderate so that there is no
phase change and the specific heat can be regarded
as a constant.

In the model problems, one surface of a silicon
sample is exposed to a spatially uniform laser pulse
with a Gaussian distribution in the time domain as
shown in Fig. 2,

I ¼ I0 exp �
t � t0

tg

� �2
" #

; ð16Þ

where I0 is the peak power intensity, t0 and tg
are characteristic parameters of the Gaussian
distribution.

The absorption of laser radiation is assumed to
obey the Beer’s law, i.e., the volumetric heat
generation rate at depth x is

’Q ¼ bI expð�bxÞ

¼ b � I0 expð�bxÞ exp �
t � t0

tg

� �2
" #

; ð17Þ
where b is the coefficient of optical absorption.
This amount of energy should be allocated equally
to all directions, hence

si ¼
1

6
’Q ¼

1

6
bI0 expð�bxÞ exp �

t � t0

tg

� �2
" #

;

i ¼ 1; 2;y; 6: ð18Þ

Since obtaining the absolute value of the internal
energy is almost impossible and unnecessary,
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Eq. (10) is nondimensionalized as

Eið~rr� þ~cci; t
� þ 1Þ � Eið~rr�; t�Þ

¼ �
Eið~rr�; t�Þ � E0

i ð~rr
�; t�Þ

t�
þ Si; ð19Þ

where ~rr� ¼~rr=L0; ~cci ¼ ~vvi=~vvij j; t� ¼ vt=L0; Ei ¼
ei � e0i ðt ¼ 0Þ
� �

=ðbI0 � DtÞ; Si ¼ si=ðbI0Þ: Here, Ei

is a measure of the internal energy increase with
respect to the initial condition, in which the entire
system is at room temperature. For detailed
algorithm of the LBM, readers can refer to recent
publications [7,12].

Strictly speaking, different phonon branches
(transverse, longitudinal, optical, acoustic) possess
different group velocities and the use of a single
speed of sound is just a rough estimate. However,
as the first step to solve laser heating problems
using the LBM, such simplification suffices to
capture the essential physics. For more rigorous
considerations, the LBM can be solved separately
for different phonon branches and the combined
energy distribution will give the total temperature
and heat flux.
4. Results and discussion

Eq. (19) is solved for a model problem in which
a laser pulse at wavelength 266 nm is incident on a
silicon target (as shown in Fig. 2), which is initially
at a uniform temperature of 300K. The duration
of the laser pulse ranges from nanoseconds (ns:
10�9 s) down to femtosecond in three computa-
tional cases. The laser beam is evenly distributed
over the surface so that the temperature variation
only exists in the x direction. On the back and
front surfaces, adiabatic boundary conditions are
employed. To simulate a domain with an infinite
surface area, periodic boundary conditions are
Table 1

Physical properties of silicon used in the calculation

Specific heat

cp (J/kgK)

Mass density

r (kg/m3)

Thermal conductivity

k (W/mK)

Phonon

velocity v

712 2330 148 6509.78
applied to the boundaries in the y and z directions.
For comparison, the results obtained from the
PHCE and HHCE are also presented. To solve the
PHCE, the fully implicit scheme of the finite
different method was used [13]. To solve the
HHCE, the laser pulse is first treated as one cycle
of a periodically fired laser beam whose period is
much longer than the pulse duration. The heating
source term in Eq. (4) is expanded into Fourier
series. Each component of the Fourier series
results in a particular solution and the final
solution can be obtained by summing up all the
particular ones because of the linearity of the
equation. Details of this method can be found in
the work by Wang and Xu [14]. The physical
properties of silicon used in the simulation are
listed in Table 1 [7]. The length of the x coordinate
in the figures discussed below is tailored so that
only the region with observable temperature rise is
displayed.

It should be noted that the laser heating
described in this problem is one-dimensional and
hence the energy propagation occurs only in the
longitudinal direction. The use of orthogonal
lattice in heat conduction problems is validated
by Wolf-Gladrow [15]. In laser heating problem
involving three-dimensional heat conduction,
higher order formulations with non-orthogonal
lattice structure accounting for three-dimensional
energy propagation might be more appropriate.
Recently, Murthy and Mathur used unstructured
polyhedric domains to discretize the BTE for
solving sub-micron thermal transport problems
[16]. They also combined a ray-tracing technique
with the finite volume method to substantially
improve the predictive accuracy of the finite
volume method [17]. Similar methods may be
developed to improve the accuracy of the LBM for
more complicated applications.
(m/s)

Mean free

path l (nm)

Coefficient of optical

absorption b (m�1)

Mean free

time t (ps)

41.1 2.10
 108 6.32
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4.1. Temperature evolution in the target irradiated

by a nanosecond laser

As a verification of our model, the LBM is first
used for a situation without strong non-Fourier
effect. The laser pulse has an intensity described
by Eq. (16) with t0 ¼ 10 and tg ¼ 3 ns. The fluence
of the pulse is 60 J/m2. This energy is chosen to
make the temperature increase moderate so that
the assumption of constant specific heat holds
true. The laser fluences in the following cases
also comply with this restriction. The temperature
profiles are calculated with the LBM, HHCE
and PHCE at 4 instants. Fig. 3 shows that the
results from all these three methods are close to
each other. The full-width at half-maximum
(FWHM) of this laser pulse is 5 ns, which is much
longer than the phonon mean free time 6.32 ps.
The domain is 4 mm long, nearly 100 times the
mean free path. This case can be regarded as
temporally and spatially macroscopic, therefore
both the HHCE and the LBM are equivalent
to the PHCE. The sound agreement between the
results of the LBM and the PHCE in this
case demonstrates the validity of the LBM for
solving heat transfer problems in laser-material
interaction.
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Fig. 3. Temperature distributions along the x direction in the

target for nanosecond laser heating.
4.2. Temperature evolution in the target irradiated

by a picosecond laser

The duration of the laser pulse is reduced with
t0 ¼ 10 and tg ¼ 3 ps. The fluence of the laser pulse
is 0.7 J/m2. Fig. 4a–c show the temperature profiles
along the x direction in the target at four instants.
At 10 ps, all methods give temperatures decreasing
continuously from the surface to the interior as
expected. However, both the HHCE and the LBM
predict higher temperature rises near the front
surface and lower temperature rises inside than the
PHCE does. This is because, in the first two
models, the thermal wave propagates at a finite
speed and the energy absorbed at the surface
cannot be dissipated so quickly into the inner part
of the material. In comparison with the HHCE,
the LBM predicts a steeper temperature profile,
which is typical of ballistic transport [5]. From
Fig. 4a it is evident that the thermally affected
domain at 10 ps is less than 60 nm, which is in the
same order of the phonon MFP for silicon
(41.1 nm), the collisions between phonons are
actually scarce, resulting in weak diffusion of
energy. On the other hand, the transport by direct
streaming of phonons or ballistic transport is
significant in this situation. The retarded transport
brings about a tendency for the media to remain at
the heated energy level. This phenomenon is
similar to the temperature jumps at thin film
boundaries predicted in previous studies [5,7].
Though the HHCE takes into account the finite
speed of thermal transport, it fails to predict the
ballistic aspect, which is important at sub-con-
tinuum scales.

At 30 ps, the temperature profile predicted by
the PHCE levels off due to thermal diffusion. The
solution to the HHCE is close to that of the PHCE
near the front surface, while considerable devia-
tion occurs at about x ¼ 70 nm, where a hump
appears in the temperature profile, corresponding
to the front of the thermal wave. As for the result
of the LBM, it can be divided into two parts: sharp
dropping within 20 nm adjacent the boundary and
gradual attenuation inside. The sudden tempera-
ture drop at the surface indicates that the ballistic
transport plays an important role near the
boundary. The wave front of thermal transport is
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Fig. 4. Temperature distributions along the x direction in the target for picosecond laser heating.
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not observed in the results by the LBM in this case.
It is because a large proportion of the energy is
concentrated in the near-surface region and the
wave front is simply smoothed out. The results at
50 ps are similar to those at 30 ps. It can be seen
that the temperature hump predicted by the
HHCE has moved to x ¼ 150 nm due to the
inward propagation of the thermal wave. There
is an appreciable difference in the boundary
region, where the temperature rise predicted by
the LBM is about two times higher than those
by the other two.

At 500 ps, the temperature profiles predicted by
both the LBM and the HHCE agree well with the
solution of the PHCE. This is because thermal
equilibrium has been well established within the
material so that the non-Fourier and ballistic
effects are now negligible. It can be seen in Fig. 4d
that the thermal wave has traveled more than one
micrometer and is completely damped by diffu-
sion. Moreover, the temperature jumps in the
near-surface region predicted by the LBM at
earlier times no longer exist. These results confirm
that the LBM and the HHCE are equivalent to the
PHCE in the macroscopic limit.

To have a better view of the nonequilibrium
characteristics of the system, the following para-
meter is defined:

Ri ¼
6ei

rcp

�
6e0i
rcp

� �
=T ð20Þ

in which 6ei=rcp represents an equivalent tem-
perature associated with the energy in direction i;
and 6e0i =rcp is the corresponding equilibrium
temperature. The stronger the nonequilibrium of
the system, the larger will be the absolute value of
Ri: The distribution of R’s are plotted in Fig. 5.
Subscript 2 represents the component in the laser
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Fig. 5. Distribution of R’s in the target for picosecond laser heating.
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incidence direction. R4 is opposite to R2; and R1 is
associated with the energy flowing in one of the
lateral directions (see Figs. 1 and 2). R1, R3, R5, R6

are identical attributed to the one-dimensional
heating in our work, therefore only R1 is plotted in
Fig. 5. In diffusive thermal transport, the system is
in quasi-equilibrium and each component ei is
equal to its equilibrium value so that the three
curves should be all close to zero, i.e., RiE0: In
ballistic transport, scattering is inadequate to
provide uniformization of energies among differ-
ent directions, leading to a non-uniform distribu-
tion. It can be seen from Fig. 5a–c that energy
distributions are strongly unbalanced near the
heated surface. This shows that energy is flowing
ballistically rather than diffusively in the near-
boundary region. Since both the PHCE and
HHCE are based on the equilibrium hypothesis,
which is invalid for these situations, it is expected
that their results are remarkably different from the
LBM’s. However, as time increases, Ri’s are
gradually approaching zero, indicating that the
system has a tendency to restore equilibrium.
When t ¼ 500 ps, the three curves are roughly
zero, in agreement with the fact that microscopic
and continuum models give similar temperature
profiles at this moment (Fig. 5d). Another inter-
esting feature in these plots is that the R2 curve has
a peak, which keeps moving inward and is
flattened as it propagates. It is estimated that this
region is shifting at the speed of sound. This
indicates that the LBM has the capability to reveal
wavelike thermal transport.

4.3. Temperature evolution in the target irradiated

by a femtosecond laser

In Section 4.2, the FWHM of the laser pulse is
5 ps, which is of the same order of the mean free
time of phonons (6.32 ps). In this section, a laser
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Fig. 6. Temperature distributions along the x direction in the target for femtosecond laser heating.
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pulse with a Gaussian temporal distribution in
which t0 ¼ 100 fs and tg ¼ 30 fs is applied to the
same silicon target. The laser fluence takes 0.4 J/
m2. The corresponding FWHM is 50 fs, much
shorter than the mean free time of phonons.

Fig. 6a–d present the temperature profiles at
different times. The temperature profiles at 100 fs
are shown in Fig. 6a. At this moment, the laser is
still heating the target at a very high rate while
there have not been enough interactions between
phonons to conduct the thermal energy away.
Therefore, the temperature change up to this point
is dominated by the absorption of the laser energy
rather than by thermal transport. In all the three
methods, the heat source term is derived from the
Beer’s law, so it is not surprising that their results
agree well with each other in most part of the
domain except the near-surface region where the
LBM and the HHCE predict higher temperature
rises attributed to the retardation of thermal
propagation. The laser absorption is assumed to
be isotropic, which leads to equal increase of
energy distribution in all directions. Since the wave
effect plays a major role in this situation, the LBM
and HHCE give close results for the temperature
increase.

Fig. 6b shows the temperature profiles at 1 ps.
At this instant, there is no longer direct heating
from the laser and the temperature distribution is
dominated by thermal transport. However, since t

is still much smaller than the thermal relaxation
time t; the onset of heat flux is far behind the
temperature gradient. Therefore, the temperature
profiles predicted by the LBM and the HHCE
differ strongly from that of the PHCE, illustrating
that energy transfer from the hot region to the cold
region is delayed. Although the results of the LBM
and the HHCE match each other closely in the
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inner region, they deviate much in the proximity of
the front surface. It needs to be pointed out that
both curves illustrate the presence of thermal
waves, while they are at different locations. This
demonstrates that thermal waves are not propa-
gating at the same speed in the two models
(discussed later). Furthermore, it can be seen in
the result of the HHCE that the temperature
increases with depth between the surface and the
wave peak, in contrary to the expectation that
temperature should be the highest at the heated
surface. This temperature overshooting predicted
by the HHCE was also reported in Refs. [3,4].
According to the work by Bai and Lavine [18], the
physically unreasonable temperature field ob-
tained from the HHCE can be remedied by using
a continuum approach in the interior region in
conjunction with jump thermal boundary condi-
tions at the surface. In the result of the LBM, the
surface temperature is always higher than interior
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temperature because of the presence of a boundary
temperature jump associated with the ballistic
effect.

In Fig. 6c and d, both the LBM and the HHCE
demonstrate wave behavior with the temperature
peaks moving in the thermal propagation direc-
tion. The apparent difference is that the tempera-
ture is lower at the surface than that at the wave
front in the HHCE result, while it is always the
highest at the surface in the LBM result. It is also
observed that the wave front predicted by the
LBM is much weaker than that of the HHCE. This
can be explained by the fact that the boundary
region accommodates much more energy in the
LBM, leaving less energy available for the forma-
tion of thermal waves due to the conservation of
energy in the system.

The R’s in directions 1, 2, 4 are also plotted out
for this case (Fig. 7a–d). It can be seen that at
t ¼ 100 fs the nonequilibrium is not strong due to
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the isotropic laser absorption. After the laser
heating stops, thermal energy continues streaming
to the inside region of the target, leading to
gradual destruction of the original equilibrium, as
shown in Fig. 7b–d. From the plots, it can be
found that there are two regions with remarkably
strong nonequilibrium. The first one is still
the near-surface region, where ballistic effect
dominates. The other one is located within the
material and keeps shifting inward with time.
Close observation shows that the location of
the peak R value is the same as that of the
temperature peak (Fig. 6), which indicates that
the severe nonequilibrium gives rise to the thermal
wave.

4.4. The speed of thermal wave

According to Eq. (4), the speed of the thermal
wave is readily obtained as

vT ¼

ffiffiffi
a
t

r
¼

ffiffiffiffiffi
vl

3t

r
¼

vffiffiffi
3

p : ð21Þ

However, previous research pointed out that the
thermal wave does not necessarily propagate at
v=

ffiffiffi
3

p
[3,19]. In particular, vT is simply the speed of

sound if heat pulses transport ballistically. In our
simulation results, vT can be calculated from the
distance the peak of the thermal wave travels
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Fig. 8. Location of temperature peak v.s. time.
during a given time interval,

vT ¼
Dx

Dt
: ð22Þ

Fig. 8 plots the location of the temperature
peaks at different times for femtosecond laser
heating discussed in the preceding section. The
slope of each straight line corresponds to the
calculated speed of the thermal wave. The vT
predicted by the HHCE agrees with Eq. (21),
whereas the value from the LBM is equal to the
speed of sound v. The results of the HHCE and the
LBM differ by a factor of 1=

ffiffiffi
3

p
: In the theory of

the HHCE, the temperature at any point is defined
in sense of thermal equilibrium just as in the
PHCE. In other words, it automatically assumes
that the thermal energy is distributed over all the
directions uniformly. Thus, although phonons
travel at the sound speed, thermal pulses travel
at a collective speed averaged over all directions
[6]. In the diffusive limit, which is common in
conventional problems, this assumption turns out
to be correct. However, in the current case, the
energy density in different directions are not
identical due to the ballistic effect. In other words,
the transport in the thermal propagation direction
is dominant over those in other directions. There-
fore, the speed of thermal wave in the ballistic limit
is equal to the speed of sound [19].

4.5. Paradox in the heat flux calculation using the

HHCE

As shown in previous sections, the PHCE and
HHCE failed to predict ballistic transport in very
small domains. Regarding the calculation of heat
flux, the PHCE uses the Fourier’s law

~qq00 ¼ �krT ð23Þ

and the HHCE uses Eq. (2), a modified form of
Eq. (23). Both of them are based on the idea that
the heat flux is proportional to the local tempera-
ture gradient. This may not be valid in the cases
studied in this work since the continuum concept
breaks down in pico- and femto- second laser
heating of materials. In this section, the heat flux
in the HHCE at time t is calculated by taking the
gradient of temperature at time t � t: On the other
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hand, the heat flux in the LBM is calculated
directly using Eq. (13) without resorting to the
temperature gradient. Fig. 9 compares the heat
flux distributions calculated with these two
methods at 10 ps for femtosecond laser heating
discussed in Section 4.3. Fig. 10 compares the
variation of the heat flux with time at x ¼ 20 nm
for femtosecond laser heating. In Figs. 9 and 10, it
is evident that the heat flux calculated in the
HHCE is discontinuous both in time and space.
Physically it is unreasonable that without a heating
source two immediately neighboring locations
have heat fluxes pointing to opposite directions
and the heat flux at a location can suddenly be
reversed. Moreover, a negative heat flux near the
front surface indicates that energy is flowing
backward to the heated region. This violates the
second law of thermodynamics. While the LBM
predicts a much lower heat flux than the HHCE, it
does not suffer the above physical discrepancy.
From the LBM curves, it can be seen that the heat
flux is always positive, indicating a continuous
inward energy transfer. The peak of the heat flux
can be explained by the presence of the thermal
wave. As mentioned in Section 4.3 the thermal
wave leads to strong nonequilibrium, which
corresponds to an increased difference of energy
densities in the positive and negative directions of
thermal transport. According to Eq. (13), this
strengthened nonequilibrium will lead to a raised
heat flux.
5. Conclusion

In this study, the LBM was used to investigate
laser heating at time scales from nano- to
femtoseconds. The temperature evolutions within
a silicon slab exposed to laser pulses were
calculated and the results were compared with
those of the PHCE and HHCE. It was found that
the three methods were equivalent at macroscopic
spatial and time limits. For problems involving
both short temporal and spatial domains, the
thermal transport in the region close to the heated
surface was ballistic instead of diffusive. The
HHCE, based on the continuum concept, failed
to predict this phenomenon. Further investigation
of the LBM results showed that the assumption of
local equilibrium for the HHCE was questionable
because energy flows were severely unbalanced
among different directions in the ballistic regime.
Due to the dominance of thermal energy in the
thermal transport direction, the speed of thermal
wave predicted by the LBM was equal to the
sound speed in the ballistic limit, rather than v=

ffiffiffi
3

p
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predicted by the HHCE. In addition, the HHCE
presumed a proportional relationship between the
heat flux and temperature gradient even before
equilibrium was established, leading to the dis-
continuity of the heat flux. The LBM calculated
the heat flux directly from microscopic view of
energy distribution and did not need equilibrium
conditions, so it gave physically reasonable results.
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